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Abstract: Drift pumping in mirrors is a new
concept (less than one year old). If it •works,
compared to cha-?e-exchange pumping, it will simplify
the MFTF-a+T in*, rface and possibly reduce the
circulating power required. From an engineering
standpoint, it has some very demanding requirements
in terms of power and bandwidth. This paper describes
a design which satisfies these requirements. It
also identifies a number of promising alternatives
requiring investigation and verification.

Introduction

Requirements to supply up to 30 MVA with good
efficiency over as much as a 40% bandwidth to a
small coil was the challenge for FY 83. Taking a
drift pump (DP) coil and interface design from the
MARS study as given, preliminary equipment concepts
were developed for the anchor and plug cells of the
MFTF-a+T. Each system uses 12-band limited channels.
For the anchor cell, each transmitter channel generates
about 50 kW and has a 200-Hz bandwidth. They are
separated by ~2.4 kHz. The plug cell transmitters
have ~5-kW output in a 6.5-kHz band. These are
separated by slightly more than this bandwidth. The
transmitters use the classic modulated oscillator
power amplifier (MOPA) chain. Other approaches
using fewer higher power transmitters and more coils
or a battery of high power inverters were considered.

Requirements

Two modes of operation are envisioned for the
MFTF-a+T, one with high wall loading (HI I") and the
other with high power output (HI Q). The requirements
for the former are more stressing and therefore used
as a design basis (see Table 1). The reactive power
figure of 30 MVA is a calculation based on the impe-
dance of the DP coil and the required circulating
current of 3 kA. The real requirement is the flux
produced by the ampere-turns of the coil, which
perturbs the geodesic curvature and enhances radial
drift of particles. Since this requirement is
dependent on machine and coil geometry, it was more
efficient to define the coil and the current driving
it. Values for the HI Q mode are in the footnotes.
The most desirable frequency modulation is a band-
limited noise spectrum centered at 70 kHz and 600
kHz. If this is not achievable, then either a
frequency sweep or a discrete representation is
acceptable. In addition to the position in Z of the
coil, it is also required that the plane of the coil
be positioned in the small radius bore of the plug
and anchor coils. At these positions, there are
other heating system launchers and/or beams which
tend to heat the DP coil.

Approaches

Examination of the requirements reveals that
the percentage bandwidth of the anchor cell spectrum
is 40%. This corresponds to a circuit Q (stored
energy/ dissipated energy) of 2.5. Further, the
ratio of MVA to power is also 2.5. If the anchor
reactive power is 30 MVA, then to reach a Q of 2.5,
the dissipated power is 12 MW. Since only 3.15 MW
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Table 1. Drift pumping requirements

Anchor Plug

Power, reactive (KVA/coil)
POHCI, ? l u a « (kW/coil)
Currant (kA/eoil)
Frequency, center (kHz)
Frequency, deviation (kHz)
Frequency* sweep ti>e (s)
Frequency, niMber of discrete
Injection point (•)

Ttigh Q Bode values are 6.6 and SO.
*High q aode values are 80 and 12.

i s put into the plasma, the efficiency of the system
would only be 1.25S-, unless some kind of energy
recovery system was developed. (Note that this i s
not the case for the plug cel l DP, where theoretically
the efficiency could approach 84%.) Therefore, the
best approach for the anchor i s a discrete system,
where the 40% spectrum i s synthesized by >10 tones,
and for the plug a continuous spectrum. Because of
the power involved and the required sweep time, the
frequency sweep modulation i s equivalent to the
continuous or block spectrum in terms of de: %n
complexity.

Before proceeding to the design description,
there i s an assumption to be made about the DP
coi l . The design of the DP coil i s taken from the
MARS study [1 ] . It i s scaled down in size to match
the plasma scaling. As will be seen, i t has a large
Q (~200) and therefore i s a narrow-bandwidth device.
For purposes of this study, i t i s taken as given
(see Fig. 1). It i s a single-turn coil in the shape
of a hair pin. There i s one coil on each side of
the e l l ipt ica l ly shaped plasma.

SHIELD PLUG
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Fig. 1. Drift pump antenna arrangement.

Baseline Design Description

A system block diagram is given in Fig. 2 and a
summary of features is found in Table 2. There arc
separate coils for the DP in the anchor and plug
cells. Twelve matching networks are located at the
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and the channels are 7 KHz apart. This gives contin-
uous coverage (100% fill factor) across the 14%
bandwidth with a response ripple of <1 dB (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Drift pump system diagram. Fig. 3. Anchor cell channel response.

Table 2. Drift pump system features

Anchor Plug

Coil

Diane ter, conductor (en)

length (en)

Width (ex)

Number

Impedance (ft)

Cooling

Matching network

Type

Nuabsr

Bandwidth (kHz)

Frequency spacing (kHz)

Transmission line

Type

lapedance (n)

Size, diameter (in.)

Pressurization

Efficiency

Transmitter

Type

Number

Power/channel (kK)

Bandwidth (kHz)

Center frequency (kHz)

Efficiency

Tube type

device in the vicinity of each coil. A S0-S1 pres-
surized coax line connects each network to a power
amplifier chain. A distributed data processing .
system is used to control and monitor the DP system.

For the anchor cell, the 12 channels are equally
spaced across the 28-kHz band and have a bandwidth
of 200 Hz. The channels can be driven by noise,
swept cw, or discrete tone, but because of the narrow
bandwidth of the channels, there is only about a 10%
fill factor (12 * 0.2 kHz/28 kHz)(Fig. 3). A
similar configuration is planned for the plug cell
except the bandwidth of each channel is ~6.5 kHz
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Fig. 4. Plug cell channel response.

The technique for tuning and matching the DP
coil to the transmitter's power chain is portrayed
in Fig. 5. A double-tuned (series-parallel) trans-
former is used to match the plate circuit of the
amplifier to the 50-8 transmission line. This
arrangement features efficient coupling and a wide
bandwidth. At the DP coil end the lineup is reversed.
A series-parallel tuned transformer terminates the
coax line and resonates the coil. The two coils
(one on each side of the plasma) are connected in
series as shown. In the diagram, R^ represents the

total equivalent series resistance due to plasma
(and surrounding) loading. Connection of the other
11 channels is made through similarly tuned trans-
formers, which are separated in frequency by at
least the channel bandwidth. This relieves interaction
between channels and makes tuning easier.

Baseline Performance

Figure 6 summarizes the system efficiencies for
the anchor and plug cells. Since ISO kW and 24 kK
are the powers delivered to the plasma for the
anchor and plug cells, respectively, the corresponding



Table 3. Drift pump coil parameters
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Fig. S. Matching networks.

Parameter

AC resistance (0)
Inductance (uH)
Capacitance (uufd)
Reactance (fl)

Load, equivalent resistance
Plasaa (0}
Eddy current (0)

Q. inherent
Q, loaded
Heat. I2R (MO

Charge exchange (kN)
NB injection (W)
Neutronic (W)

Anchor cel l

6.7 « 10"3

4
25
1.76

16.7 » 10"3

1.5 x 10"3

257

69
60
-20
N/A
-100

Plug cel l

17.9 « 10"3

4
25
15.08

O.IS
4.8 x 10"3

842
86
2.9
-20
NIL
-100
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0.995
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0.302

0.95
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0.922
0.867

0.353

Fig. 6. System efficiencies.

prime powers are 0.5 MW and 68 kW. The frequency
space analysis results are summarized in Figs. 3 and
4. Table 3 gives the parameters of the DP coil.
The ac resistance calculation assumes the coil is
made of copper and has the dimensions given in Table
2. For the inductance and capacitance estimates,
the coil was modeled as a shorted, two-wire trans-
mission line positioned over a conducting surface.
To estimate the loaded Q of the coil, the equivalent
series resistance was calculated for the plasma and
eddy current loads (R = P/I 2). The eddy current
power loss was calculated by integrating the surface
and depth of penetration expressions. The Q's were
calculated in the conventional manner. Most of the
coil heating came from plasma heat flux (charge
excharge) and ohmic heating. The volumetric heating
in the end cell is less than 2-3 W/cc, and therefore
the nuclear heating is negligible. Because there
are two coils (one on each side of the plasma) at
each cell, there is some consideration of mutual
coupling, estimated at about 0.5. This is expected
to drop significantly with the plasma intervening.

As noted above, the DP coil is part of a resonant
circuit. Figure 5 shows the inductance in this
circuit is the sum of the two DP coil inductances plus
that of the transformer secondary winding. The
relationships used for this double-tuned series-
parallel transformer analyses are:

"Wan = 2" V fl f2 a n d i u = 2i1 Cfl ~ f2)

"series = 1 / w rs c a n d < W a = >*%

LSeries

Series

K =

u "r
m s

1

and C,

and

Para Q/<d?

and M

The tube matching network and transmission line are
made to have a bandwidth that matches the total
spectrum width but is centered on the frequency of
the channel. The DP coil matching network is a
narrow band circuit. Its bandwidth is inversely
propotional to the efficiency. If 12 channels are
to occupy the 14% bandwidth, the resulting Q would
be 121. Working with the expression for Q and the
classic definition for efficiency, it can be shown
that

loaded = ^Coil

(1 + 4/2LJ

(1 + R,/2R.)

and

Plasma

where R^ and L are the transformer secondary parameters,
Rp l a s m a is the equivalent resistance in the circuit due

to plasma loading, and RL is the total resistance in the

DP coil (inherent plus load). Substituting and
solving for L.

L, = 8 vH



A value of n was chosen and L1 and R, were determined.

Estimates were made of the intrinsic resistance of
the coil L, to match it with R.. For a wide bandwidth,

low efficiency case, additional resistance would
have to be added to the circuit in the form of a
high power load (series or parallel). This was
unattractive, and therefore a higher efficiency
(n * 0.87) case was chosen. The bandwidth was 6.5 kHz
(half power) for this Q of 121. By setting the
primary and secondary Q's equal, the primary parameters
were defined. On the tube end of the transmission
line, a straightforward substitution into the
expression yielded the circuit parameters for the
tube matching network.

A similar approach was taken for the anchor
cell circuits. The only problem was the selection
of L. (or tj,). To fill the 40% bandwidth spectrum,

the series resistance would have to be ~0.7 n and
the efficiency ~2.4%. Clearly, this was unacceptable.
A value of L, was chosen to be five times the DP

coil inductances and the corresponding efficiency
was ~60%.

Trade Studies

There were four trade studies, namely: (1)
frequency modulation type (noise, linear sweep, or
discrete tone), (2) transmitter concept (tuned
amplifier or inverter), (3) number of transmitter
channels and DP coils, and (4) approaches to matching
and tuning the DP coil. The frequency modulation
trade outcome is linked to the percentage of fill of
the transmitted spectrum. For the anchor cell, with
its low percentage of fill, band-limited noise or a
lii. sr sweep modulation would be a useless complication.
In ^ntrast, the plug cell could accommodate any of
the uhree types. Since the band-limited noise is
probibly the most attractive from a performance
standpoint, it would be preferred. Using noise for
performance monitoring and/or verification is
also a complication, but deterministic modulations
could be used for testing.

The choice of transmitter concept is also cell
dependent. The plug cell requires only 14% bandwidth
and as csn be seen from the design description, it
can be handled nicely by a tuned amplifier. For the
anchor cell, its requirements of very large reactive
power and wide bandwidth make either approach difficult.
Considering the present state of high power switching
devices (semiconductors), 70 kHz is approaching the
upper limit. An example would be the General Electric
Company's D77FP/GP Power Darlington, which can
handle 500 V at 100 A (or 50 kW) and switch at
rates approaching 100 kHz. However, it would require
about 600 transistors per coil (or ~2400 total). By
mounting these switches in a unit on the outside of
the MFTF-a+T neutron shield, the transmission line
and DP coil matching problems could be mitigated
(even eliminated). The approach taken would be to
have a large number of different inverter frequencies
driving the coil. Further effort MI this approach
is warranted.

A straightforward approach to the drift pump
implementation would be a single transmitter channel
driving a single DP coil. However, the DP coil is
very short compared to a wavelength; hence, its
impedance is mostly reactive and must be tuned.
When tuned, its Q is very large compared to that
required for the single-channel concept. The coil
can be artificially loaded. To be efficient, this
load power must be recoverable. Such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. DP coil load provides power source.

The possibility of installing multiple coils
in the MFTF-a+T cell was considered. As the coil
position is moved from the "sweet spot," its effective-
ness drops and higher ampere-turns are required.
The spacing required to maintain the desired flux
paths is another variable. The possibility of
driving coils on each side of the plasma with a
different part of the spectrum was also suggested.
Unfortunately, a large amount of simulation and
analysis is required to determine the value of each
of these approaches. These investigations have been
identified for future efforts.

The baseline approach uses a single set of
coils straddling the plasma, driven by multiple
channels. Each channel engages the DP coil in a
tuned circuit. One concern with this was the inter-
action between channels. This was mitigated by
setting the spacing, in the frequency domain, at
greater than the channel bandwidth. A simple model
using two channels was analyzed and the independance
was verified on a preliminary basis.

Finally, many approaches to tuning and matching
the DP coil were considered, parallel tuned, series
tuned and transformer coupled to mention a few. The
parallel-tuned circuit could be driven directly, but
afforded no approach to multiple frequency operation
(not tunable). A series-tuned arrangement did allow
tuning by driving a common coil with different
tuning capacitors from each channel, but the imput
impedance was unacceptable. The baseline solution
was to install a double-tuned transformer allowing a
good match and affording tunability.

Conclusions

Preliminary implementation concepts have been
developed. These have modest system efficiencies in
the 30-35% range. The plug cell system has good
spectral qualities in that the whole bandwidth
specified was filled. Any modulation technique can
be used. The anchor cell design resorted to a
discrete approximation to the desired spectrum.
This met the requirements but precludes the effective
use of wideband noise modulation. Techniques using
multiple coils, energy recovery, or inverter trans-
mitter may remedy this problem, but further investi-
gation is required.
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